
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) 
has always held a special place in the heart 
of flutists: Unlike many canonical 
composers—whose most serious works 
were written for large orchestras, string 
quartets, or the piano—several of Bach’s 
most significant works were written for the 
flute. Among them are the solo partita in A 
minor and a handful of sonatas, of which 
today’s Sonata in E major is a charming 
example. It is a particularly sunny work by 
J.S. Bach, alternating lyrical, legato slow 
movements with joyful, spritely ones.  

It is common for the accompaniment 
part of Bach’s sonatas to be played at the 
piano, as they are here today, but they were 
in fact originally written for its uncle, the 
harpsichord. Tonight’s work was written in 
the early 1740’s for the court of Frederick the 
Great (a flutist), where Bach’s son, Carl 
Philipp Emanuel Bach, had been named the 
court’s harpsichordist—and was quickly 
overtaking his father as the most famous 
musician in the family! 

As in baroque art or sculpture, 
baroque music is fascinated with clear lines, 
dynamic movement, and ornate, eye-
catching detail. You will hear melodic ideas 
that circle around one another in a 
progression towards their goal—like a spiral 
staircase—and points of imitation between 
the flute and piano that add colorful detail to 
familiar themes. Many of the movements 
include exact repetitions of extended 
sections, during which it is customary for 
performers to embellish the music the 
second time with ornamentations, like 
gilding one might find on fanciful 18th 
century furniture.  

 
 
If you had not heard of Pierre 

Sancan (1916-2008) before today, you’re 
not alone. He is a relatively obscure 

composer, even among classical musicians. 
He was born and lived in France, and studied 
in Paris alongside the great French 
composer Olivier Messiaen, whose music 
you heard on nth degree earlier this year. 
Sancan was also quite a fine pianist, working 
as a favorite accompanist of the great 
French cellist André Navarra. He wrote no 
more than a few dozen pieces in his lifetime, 
and, although several of them saw some 
success in his career, his Sonatine for flute 
and piano is one of the few that is played 
regularly.  

The Sonatine proceeds in 3 
continuous movements, and, although it 
follows a conventional fast-slow-fast 
pattern, the transitions between 
movements are punctuated by extended 
solo passages—first in the piano, before 
movement two, and then in the flute, before 
movement three. Throughout, Sancan 
achieves a magical transparent quality, as 
though the music’s substance is always 
buoyed by a certain levity. 

 
 

Bohuslav Martinů (1890-1959) was a 
composer of eclectic taste who produced a 
prodigious output of work during his life, 
spent split between the Czech Republic, the 
U.S., and various countries in Western 
Europe. Born in Polička, Bohemia, Martinů 
studied in Prague and Paris but fled to 
America in 1940 after the radio broadcast of 
a pro-Czechoslovakian work for chorus and 
orchestra left him blacklisted by the 
occupying Nazi party. 

The first movement of the Sonata for 
flute, violin, and piano is comprised of just 
three building blocks: fast ascending scales, 
sinuous lyrical melodies, and punchy, 
bouncing rhythms. Although simple, all 
three combine in ever-more sophisticated 
ways throughout the movement before a 
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return to the original idea. The second 
movement is slow and expressive. Martinu 
chooses unconventional time signatures 
with longer than usual groupings of 5, 6, or 7 
beats; rather than traveling in predictable 
cycles, the phrases are broad and expansive, 
like a flower floating calmly across a pond. 
The third movement begins and ends with a 
flighty, whirlwind section, interrupted by a 
charming, delightful interlude in-between. 
After a lengthy solo piano introduction, the 
fourth movement brings the whole work to 
an ebullient  

Martinů was something of a 
neoclassicist, a period in 20th century music 
that sought inspiration from the grammar 
and structure of baroque and classical 
music. As such, today’s trio shares some 
musical workings in common with the 
Bach—imitation and interwoven melodic 
ideas that always lead sequentially towards 
a goal—but filtered through a 20th century 
musical language that had been nourished 
on the frenetic rhythms of the post-
industrial era and the rich, lively harmonies 
of the jazz age.  

Martinů wrote several works that 
prominently feature the flute, including a 
sonata for flute and piano that was finished 
at one of his favorite vacation spots—a 
house in South Orleans, just a few miles 
down the road from where we sit today! 
 

 
The Sonata for Flute and Piano by 

Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953) was 
premiered in 1943 by flutist Nikolay 
Kharkovsky with the soon-to-be world-
famous Sviatoslav Richter—then 28 years 
old—at the piano. Interestingly, the initial 
performances sparked little interest among 
either musicians or concertgoers in 
Moscow. Fortunately, both for Prokofiev 
and for the history of flute music, violinist 

David Oistrakh heard the Sonata and 
proposed to Prokofiev that it might work 
nicely instead for violin and piano. Like 
Richter, Oistrakh was well on his way to 
becoming one of the most influential 
musicians of the 20th century, and the violin 
adaptation of the work became a triumph in 
his hands. Soon enough, interest in the 
original flute version reasserted itself, and it 
has since become one of the best-loved 
works of the flute and piano repertoire.  
 Clocking in as the lengthiest work on 
today’s program at around twenty minutes, 
the Sonata for flute and piano follows a 
structure we more conventionally associate 
with symphonic orchestral music: an 
elegant, melodic 1st movement; a fast, 
jocular 2nd movement; a slow, elegiac 3rd 
movement; and a virtuosic 4th movement 
finale. In many ways, the variety of styles in 
each movement reflect Prokofiev’s past and 
present as it stood in 1943: the melodic 
writing of the 1st and 4th movements call to 
mind the sweeping, symphonic music he 
was working on for a film by Sergei 
Eisenstein around the same time, but the 
strange, topsy-turvy dissonances of the 2nd 
recall Prokofiev’s iconoclastic and 
provocative years as a stand-out prodigy at 
the St. Petersburg Conservatory.  
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You can hear Zach perform with NTH DEGREE at the 
Federated Church of Orleans on  

January 14, 2018 at 3:00 PM. 


